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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quotes from last night: 

Price is now forming slight negative divergences into the underside of resistance at 1,920 

so focus on 1,920 (38.2% Fibonacci) and the potential for a sell-swing lower tomorrow.   

Otherwise, note the 1,920 Fibonacci Retracement short-term resistance level from the 

intraday chart and be cautious as a trading range could certainly develop between 1,880 

(or even 1,900) and 1,920 (up to 1,940).  We're neutral/bullish here. 

 

We were expecting a sell swing against resistance with divergences as planned last night... and 

once again that's exactly what we got!  I hope you're following along with the analysis as we've 

been spot on with the short-term game-planning here in the membership lately. 

Price consolidated into a Descending Triangle Pattern and the first safe trade was to short-sell 

the breakdown event under the $191.00 and $190.80 level as seen above.  Price instantly fell 

toward our support level target of $190.00 (1,900) and at that point, POSITIVE momentum and 

TICK Divergences - especially on the second retest of the low - set the stage for a support-

bounce and intraday reversal. 

VERY aggressive traders had an opportunity to buy into the support lows while all other 

traders had to wait for price to break through a trendline or preferably the falling 50 EMA 

which occurred at roughly 11:00am PST as indicated. 

A bounce impulse and reversal swing - a short-squeeze reversal - took place, gathering 

momentum and adding profits to those of us who were long on the breakout event.   

If you missed - or don't trade - the initial breakout, then you had one last chance to enter the 

mid-day market bullish reversal on the "first reaction" or first retracement which was our 

Trade #3. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

JOBS REPORT!!!!  8:30am EST 

Factory Orders   10:00am EST 
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September 28 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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September 28 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

No major change in the Intermarket Grid today. 

Stocks continued to consolidate as highlighted while Gold flat-lined at its $1,110 key support 

level. 

Crude Oil broke free initially of the trendline or triangle pattern but sellers stopped the rally, 

collapsing the price back toward the lower support pivot of $44.50. 

Finally the US Dollar Index merely continues its triangle consolidation as we await a breakout 

in the near future. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

With the end-of-day rally taking the @ES back to the underside of the 38.2% Fibonacci 

Retracement area, we're ultimately right back where we started yesterday with our game-

planning.  We're again cautious/bearish as price trades down away from 1,920 but will be 

instatnly breakout bullish for a short-squeeze and bullish impulse IF we see a trigger breakout 

above 1,918 and 1,920 in the @ES futures. 

Use the current highlighted region as your bull/bear pivot for trading tomorrow. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Today's session had a morning sell-swing and afternoon reversal that took it back to the highs - 

and positive on the session.  This makes 1,920 our official "Bull/Bear" pivot where we'll play 

aggressively long/bullish above it to target the underside of 1,945 (the falling 20 day EMA). 

Otherwise, price could quickly move into the 1,940 level which would be our next "will it 

breakout and we buy it... or will it fail and we short-sell it" level from which to trade. 

We're cautiously bullish especially if price opens strong after tomorrow's Jobs Report. 


